UA elections draw less than 25 percent

Libby, Scheidler take top spot; Undergrads pass referendums

By Ellen L. Spero

The fervent turn-out of MIT undergraduates since 1974 elected the unopposed team of David M. Libby '85 and Stephanie L. Scheidler '85 as the new Undergraduate Association president and vice president.

A majority of the undergraduates voting supported the pornography referendum and the three items on the UA constitution referendum.

Libby and Scheidler received 563 votes, representing 55.7 percent of those who voted and 55.4 percent of eligible voters. The total voting for the election was 1010—23.2 percent of the 4356 eligible undergraduates. In 1974, the Undergraduate Association held a second election, due to an alleged ballot-box stuffing during the first election; 17.0 percent of all eligible undergraduates voted in this second election.

Write-in candidates Stephen J. Quentzel '85 and David E. Ed- crox '85 finished second in the race for the top UA positions, receiving 201 votes. Bernard M. Gunther '83 and Stephen R. Baf- falo '85, write-in candidates campaigning as the "Penguin-Lem- mings" party, captured 131 votes.

The turnout was tremendous considering the competition. No other candidates had a chance to respond to us," said Hauke L. Kite-Powell '84, chairman of the UA Election Commission. Libby said, "I wish more people would have voted. Some people will attribute (the low turn-out) to student apathy, but this was not a very hotly contested election. Only five of the 25 offices on the ballot had more than one candidate competing for the position.

Approximately 53 percent of 1985 undergraduates voting responded "yes" to the non-binding question, 'If you felt as though you have not been able to view pictures described by the Mit photography Committee, would you have been convinced to do so?" Hauke L. Kite-Powell '84, chairman of the UA Election Commission, said 68 percent of those who voted, or 16 percent of those who voted in the first election.
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Weems was also not asked to comment on the passage of the UA refer- endum. But he intends to work with the CSA with a joint Undergraduate-Graduate Student

By Charles P. Brown

The Student Association Activities elected Kenneth M. Weems '85 its president at an election meeting Tuesday in which four of the six officers elected ran unopposed.

Stephanie L. Scheidler '85, who was defeated by Weems in the presidential election, was elected ASA secretary, defeating Timothy L. Hucklebery '84. The following officers ran without opposition: Edward S. Polanski '85, treasurer; Chiopia V. White '85, member at large with a seat on the UA Finance Board; and Ginger D. Balfour '85, non-voting member in an official capacity with the faculty.

Weems said he would like to see more informal, informal activity available to students about activities that are popular. "Right now the only effective source of information is the student newspaper, but there is no conclusive evidence that will go to the Class of 1984 secretary."

"Weems said he would like to see more informal, informal activity available to students about activities that are popular. "Right now the only effective source of information is the student newspaper, but there is no conclusive evidence that will go to the Class of 1984 secretary."
Campaign a two-man race

By Albert S. University
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World
Hussein rejects talks with Israel — King Hussein of Jordan Wednesday rejected the idea of direct negotiations with Israel in the near future. He also rejected any role for the United States in mediating the Arab-Israeli conflict, saying "the United States is succumbing to Israeli dictates . . . You obviously have made your choice, and your choice is Israel." The King's statements were a blow to US President Ronald W. Reagan's peace efforts in the region.

Nation
Hart squeezes by on Super Tuesday — Both Sen. Gary W. Hart and Walter F. Mondale, candidates for the Democratic presidential nomination, won delegations Tuesday. Today's primaries and caucuses, Hart won in Massachusetts. Rhode Island, Florida, Nevada, and Washington, while Mondale took Alabama and Georgia. In Hawaii, where only Mondale and the Rev. Jesse L. Jackson were on the ballot, most of the caucus votes were uncommitted. Oklahoma's results were not final as of yesterday morning. George S. McGovern, having failed to place first or second in Massachusetts, kept his promise to withdraw from the race. Sen. John H. Glenn, after another poor showing, was reportedly being urged to drop out of the race. Senate committee backs aid to Latin America — The Senate Appropriations Committee Wednesday approved President Ronald Reagan's request for emergency military aid to the El Salvadoran government and to the Nicaraguan contras. The appropriations are in amendments to a bill providing emergency assistance to drought victims in Africa. Last week, the House of Representatives rejected attempts by the Administration to attach those amendments to a similar African food relief bill.

Senator says Meese should withdraw — Sen. Howard Metzenbaum, D-Ohio, said Wednesday the Edwin Meese 3d, counselor to the President, should withdraw as nominee for Attorney General because of his failure to list a $15,000 interest-free loan on his financial disclosure forms. Meese's nomination hearings have been plagued by questions about his financial dealings, his activities in the 1980 Reagan campaign, his failure to list a $15,000 interest-free loan on his financial disclosure forms. Meese's nomination hearings have been plagued by questions about his financial dealings, his activities in the 1980 Reagan campaign, and his promotion in the Army Reserve.

Local
Flynn eases parking ticket enforcement — Boston Mayor Raymond L. Flynn, in a move that could cost the city several million dollars, has ordered police to cut back on enforcement of parking regulations in neighboring commercial business areas. Flynn also asked aides to design a plan to get tough with parking violators at fire hydrants, spaces for the handicapped, and for lanes.

Weather
Wet, gray, and cold — Today will be mostly cloudy with some periods of rain in the afternoon and evening. The high will be 43-47, with lows tonight 30-34. Saturday will be windy and cold, with a chance of sunshine and temperatures in the 30s. Janice M. Eiser

Programmers - Economists - Political Scientists

The Central Intelligence Agency offers individuals the unique opportunity to collaborate with our scientists who develop and support the newest generation of IBM main frames. We will be on campus Wednesday, April 4th to interview individuals with the following backgrounds:

- Econometrics and quantitative economists interested in macroeconomic and statistical analysis of non-market economies.
- Statisticians interested in applications to unusual problems.
- Computer Systems Analysts and Software Engineers interested in working on applications on the newest generation of IBM main frames.
- Knowledge Engineers interested in AI applications.
- Quantitative Political Scientists interested in applications to policy analysis.

We are looking for individuals at any degree level BS through PhD. Students expecting to graduate in June 1984 are especially encouraged to apply. Sign up at the Placement Office now.
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Libby must follow students’ desires

The approval of the proposed Undergraduate Association constitutional amendments should be interpreted as dissatisfaction with the past performance of student government. However, the enactment of these amendments will not ensure the usefulness and effectiveness of the already impotent Undergraduate Association.

I have several questions concerning the appearance of the constitutional referendum on the Undergraduate Association spring ballot. The referendum was placed on the ballot without General Assembly approval or petition approval of the student body. The students’ first chance to read the full text of the referendum was in the UA Election Supplement in The Tech, which appeared one day before the election. There was no time for meaningful discussion of the effects of the referendums.

The primary problem with the current form of the Undergraduate Association is that some government organizations, like the Student Center Committee, are not accountable to the groups they serve. Others, the General Assembly for example, have obligations only to themselves.

Creation of a new “steering committee” of undergraduate representatives to Institute committees creates a body with no defined duties or responsibilities. Replacing the General Assembly with a UA council does not address the problem of its lack of responsibilities. Creating the Undergraduate Association/Graduate Student Council Joint Committee, which would have representatives from the Graduate student council and the proposed UA Council, creates a body with no obligations to its constituents.

Newly elected UA President David Libby should recognize the message that undergraders sent by approving these referendums: It is time for a change in student government. The students want the undergraduate representatives on Institute referendums. It is time for a change in student government. The students want the undergraduate representatives on Institute referendums. It is time for a change in student government. The students want the undergraduate representatives on Institute referendums.

I hope that a new UA council will help the usefulness and effectiveness of the already impotent Undergraduate Association.

Courses XII, XIII are earthy

I want to thank everyone who reads The Tech for not writing in about my column. You see, dearer readers, if even one of you writes a letter—favorable or unfavorable—to the editor, The Tech will know someone actually reads my column and this series will be discontinued immediately. And we would not want that to happen, would we?

Today I am going to talk about Course XII—Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences—and Course XIII—Ocean Engineering. I am lumping these together for a lot of different reasons, but mainly because I think they both deal with the Earth, and if you do not think they go together, write your own column, or, better yet, write a letter to The Tech and have my column cancelled. I dare you.

Course XII, Earth, Atmospheric, and Planetary Sciences, covers a lot of ground and a lot of space, as it were. You can study geology, geochemistry, geophysics, astrophysics, planetary physics, observational astronomy, physical oceanography and meteorology.

Ironically, the strongest and weakest plug I can make for Course XIII is that one of the richest and most famous scientists in the entire world became rich and famous as an expert in a branch of Course XII, planetary atmospheres. I will not mention his name, for fear of scaring off potential Course XII majors, but I will say that the Boston Globe has called him a television intellectual and an MIT professor. He has recently been promoting the "nuclear winter," and a foreclosure soccer fan once called him the leading scorer for the Cosmos, claiming the scientist scored billions and billions of goals.

There is some good news and some bad news for potential Course XII majors. The good news is that because the Green Building is your home base, there is approximately a 35 percent chance that your classes and your office will have a wonderful view of the Boston skyline. The bad news is that the Green Building’s design, which is vertical rather than horizontal, tends to minimize your contacts with other Course XII majors.

"V" was interested in geology. She especially was radio-active dating—she only went out with mutants. She loved puns. In fact, the once assured me that girl just want to have fun. Since I am on a diet, I will share with you only two of Ms. V’s favorite jokes. Did you hear about the shy rock who wanted to become a little bolder, or about the piece of marble who was tired of being taken for granite? Ms. V saw tremendous quantities of money finding former diners for a large petrochemical company.

"V" was interested in meteorology. In the middle of a cold streak, Mr. V told me, "I wish it were 20 degrees warmer ... but, if you asked me if I would actually have worn a 30 degree warmer if I could, I’d have to say I just take that degree of responsibility into my own hands." Needles to say, Mr. V is a bit wonky. His ambition is to become a TV forecaster and be blamed for the weather by millions of people.

Here is a practice weather forecast by Mr. V. 50 percent chance of rain, 10 percent Celsius. 283 percent Kelvin. (Please turn to page 5)
opinion

Go Course XII for rocks and weather
(Continued from page 4)

The time has come, said the vulture to the carpenter, to talk of many things, but mainly of ships and Course XIII, Ocean Engineering. The department, known for its valuable contributions to US defense, is currently working on a project of tremendous significance to the power and prestige of the United States — designing a better keel than the one on Australia II.

"W" is an expert in all facets of ocean engineering and ship design. He is the source of this column’s title, "An Evening of Debris with Dr. Demento and Weird Al Yankovic," and we are sorry for any misunderstanding our advertising may have caused. If your reviewer, Martin Dickau, has any comments or recommendations concerning the format of their show, he would do better to inform their agent than the MIT community.

Athena not substitute for effective teaching

It was difficult to decide whether this column should be about Joseph J. Romm’s attempts at humor and ill-tempered diags at inaccurate columnists, or about the amazing problems of bringing computers into the MIT education. However, as appealing as it might be to write about Romm’s failings as a human being, I think that Institute-wide issues must take precedence over personal vendettas.

I have heard quite a few complaints about the possible problems with Project Athena. Having sat through one abortive attempt at using computers to teach the mechanics of materials, I can understand these worries.

My comprehension of the material was not helped by the computer exercises and the time required to cope with the computer took away from time we needed for the course. One hopes that Athena would reduce such idiocies with its review processes. About the only way to avoid major problems with Project Athena is to change only one thing about major "core" classes at a time. We do have five years to play around with new ideas; it would be a shame if we blew it by trying everything in the first year.

Restraining professors will be difficult; any professor who really cares about teaching will want to use the best methods, even if they are unpopular. About all that I can recommend is that students should talk with their instructors, and that the instructors should listen.

LSC was not responsible for Dr. Demento show content

To the Editor:

We appreciate the photographs of "Weird Al" Yankovic and Dr. Demento printed in your issue of March 9, 1984. Providing your photographer with exclusive freedom in the Kresge orchestra pit turned out to be beneficial for both of us. The accompanying review "Doctor Demento and Weird Al sing funny," however, contains several worlds of clarification.

We neither cut Dr. Demento nor arranged to have him play with "Weird Al" as they tour the country in this format. We also did not realize their contracted title, "An Evening of Debris with Dr. Demento and Special Guest Weird Al Yankovic and his band plus movies and cartoons from the Debris Archives." We would like to clear up any misunderstanding our advertising may have caused. If your reviewer, Martin Dickau, has any comments or recommendations concerning the format of their show, he would do better to inform their agent than the MIT community.

Adam Brody ’85
Lecture Director
MIT Lecture Series Committee
Simson L. Garfinkel

Court gets Christmas spirit

Last week, the United States Supreme Court ruled that Christmas, in addition to being a religious holiday, is a secular one. The ruling permits cities and towns to erect nativity scenes on public lands with public funds.

I think it is wonderful that the Supreme Court has finally woken up to the fact that we live in a Christian country. It has long been thought by many citizens of this great land that this business of separating church from state has gotten out of hand. It is a shame the Supreme Court can not repeat the First Amendment on the grounds that it is unconstitutional. Unfortunately, the entire Bill of Rights is constitutional by definition.

Christmas was probably made a holiday originally so people would not have to work and would instead be free to go to church. Or perhaps it was because, to the wise old men who do such things, Christmas was obviously a holiday "by God.

Whatever the reason, many now think of Christmas as a secular holiday. People think it is maintained by tradition and holds little, if any, religious significance.

Luckily the Supreme Court has not fallen into this trap. If the court had considered Christmas solely a secular holiday, it would not have allowed the construction of nativity scenes with public funds on public land. It will still have allowed the construction of Santa Claus, reindeer, huge "Merry Christmas" signs and other non-religious things that go along with the Christmas season, but not of nativity scenes. Nativity scenes are obviously religious. They represent the origin of the holiday, as the court so deftly pointed out, and thus demonstrate that Christmas is a religious holiday by nature.

By giving its approval to publicly sponsored nativity scenes, the court has affirmed that the Christian holiday, i.e., the de facto official religion of the United States. The judges understand they cannot just come out and say that the US government is Christian because the First Amendment is in the way. So they instead try to blur the distinction between what is religious and what is cultural, civic, and secular.

Some people are getting pretty excited about the Christmas ruling, but I am waiting for the Supreme Court to allow cities to erect crucifixions, especially around Easter. Up until now, officially sponsored crucifixion scenes have been simplistic, usually consisting of only a single cross: one horizontal bar and one vertical one. Clearly, if the Supreme Court ruled Easter, like Christmas, is secular in addition to being religious, this could change.

And just think of how it could change! We would not have to put up with boring old crosses any more. Around Easter, a new kind of crucifixion scene could be erected—erected by a new kind of government, with government that understands the moral necessity of not separating the state from the church.

In light of the recent decision, it seems inevitable that these changes in our government will continue, and new governments will be new constructions. I want to get in my bid for the new crosses now, before cities and towns are besieged with suggestions and requests. What I want is a fully detailed statue, dripping with bronzed blood. I want a crown of thorns, Roman centurions, mourning followers. I want everything.

While it is probably too late for the court to rule on the Easter issue this year, there is always Easter 1985 to think about. And once both Christmas and Easter are established, legitimate secular holidays, we can not be far away from writing the repeated "free laws"—laws outlawing certain actions on Sundays—into the constitution. Or at least from repealing parts of the First Amendment.
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Seven offices remain open

(Continued from page 1)

White will be class social chairperson, having received 192 of 218 votes. The position of secretary will be referred to the class council. Ueng won the Class of 1987 presidency in the fourth round of preferential voting with 119 votes. Kevin R. Foote came in second with 78 votes. Steve Geiger received 59 votes, followed by Todd C. Malone, who received 46 votes.

Bryan Moser '87 captured the class vice-presidency in the fourth round of preferential voting, capturing 123 votes. Janet Desaulniers came in second with 49 votes, closely followed by Thomas R. Hoffman who received 44 votes, and Tom Abell, with 36 votes. Stephen J. Thornme received 22 votes in the race.

In the race for Class of 1987 treasurer, Timothy B. Jones won in the third round of preferential voting with 108 votes. Paul G. Shepard came in second with 78 votes, followed by Terry R. O'Neill, who received 51 votes. Randi Rubin, who ran unopposed, won the position of publicity/newsletter coordinator with 202 votes of 221 votes cast. Kevin Murphy and David Brown, who also ran unopposed, will be the Class of '87 social chairpersons, receiving 232 of 257 votes.

The position of class secretary will be referred to the class council. Kite-Powell described a "non-conclusive write-in" as a candidate with "no substantial votes." He said if a write-in candidate had gotten "30 to 40 votes, we would have given it to him."

Kip Dee Kuntz '85, a member of the Election Commission, said, "No one tried hard enough to make it apparent through the ballots that they had people who wanted to see them in the positions."

Kuntz said that the maximum that any one write-in candidate received was "about 10."

Voters fail to turn out

(Continued from page 1)

Read The Tech
It’s more interesting than:
6.00X Problem sets
A 9AM Lecture
It’s cheaper than:
An LSC Movie
An SCC Coffeehouse Bagel

OPEN HOUSE
BIOTECHNOLOGY
PHYSIOLOGICAL CHEMISTRY
COURSE 7B
Monday, March 19, 3-5 PM
BUSH ROOM (10-105)

JOBS? CAREERS? UROP?
ALL FRESHMAN AND UNDESIGNATED STUDENTS WELCOME! COME TALK TO OUR FACULTY AND CURRENT MAJORS
(...REFRESHMENTS, TOO...)

SYSTEMS DESIGN PROGRAMMING

We are building systems integrating:
Sophisticated databases, formula processors, dialog generators, micro-mainframe communications, graphics, using UNIX and C

We need professional systems architects and programmers of the highest calibre. APL expertise also needed. If you are self-directed and thrive in a dynamic environment, come visit us March 19 and 20 when we recruit. Positions available in New York and Boston.

McKinsey & Company

McKinsey & Company, Inc., is an international consulting firm which specializes in problem solving for a broad range of corporate and, to a lesser extent, government institutions. Working at the top management level, we help our clients to improve the performance of their organizations, both by resolving internal problems and by anticipating and responding effectively to external threats and opportunities. Founded in the US in 1926, McKinsey & Company now has 33 offices in 15 countries.
Gatsby’s not great

Thought Food

Gatsby’s, 100 Boylston St., Boston.

It has been said that advertising makes reality. In the case of Gatsby’s, this has to be true. The name on the building says “Great Gatsby,” but advertising this opinion in the Yellow Pages would be far from proper. So the management ad- verse ably in their phone book as “Gatsby’s,” and let the customer decide.

We decided that we would never let our stomachs, our egos, or our happiness be subject to such rude treatment.

The external appearance gives every indication that Gatsby’s holds a great deal in store for the wandering epicurean in search of “that” meal (which must eternal- ly be sought). The brass, wood, mirrors, and sound as if they were recorded on a riverbed in the Mojave Desert. “Party Hands,” the latter an instrumental which screams vocals. Mike Battat

Wassail is the band’s songs which concentrate on leftist/anarchistic philosophies without the bombast usually associated with such polemics. All those songs deal with the human condition, and deal with it with relentless directness.

Side one’s “Tunes For Wind God” is interesting in that it was recorded in a drid riverbed in the Mojave Desert. “Party Hands,” the latter an instrumental which screams vocals. Mike Battat

The Politics of Time...

...is not much different from other work by the Minutemen. Drummer George Hurley lays down a strong rhythmic foundation over which Mike Watt adds bass lines which sometimes seep into punky, sometimes quirky, but always quirky and full of unrestrained energy. Dennis Boom contributes a noisy and innovative guitar and half-hearted, half screamed vocals.

Wassail is the album’s jacket even says “Note the old-fashioned bar texture of the fettucine Alfredo ($6.95). The texture of the fettucine is tepid, weak tasting, and appeared to have been reheated. The texture of the fettucine and cheese also seemed signs of reheating, and the dish was unappealing. For a 10 p.m. meal, reheating might be a neces- sity; for a 7:30 dinner, it would be a disgrace.

It might be possible that we found a waiter rude on an off night. It might be possible that we picked the two worst dishes on the menu. It might be possible that Gatsby’s had a lot more to offer than we could find. Frankly, after hearing some of the horror stories of other people who dined at one time, I doubt it. I have had a terrible experience, and I am not ready to wait my money trying to find out if that experience was just a glactly moment.

A restaurant with interesting atmos- "party hands"...
**Butcher's Axis needs realignment**

The Jon Butcher Axis originally caught the ears of Boston-area radio listeners in mid-1981, when an early demo tape of "Ocean in Motion" made it onto the airwaves of local FM stations. Those people fortunate enough to see the Jon Butcher Axis at local clubs at this stage of their career were afforded a rare treat of some of the Axis' musical integrity. Their success really started to snowball after they opened for the J. Geils Band at three sold-out shows at the Boston Garden in the spring of 1981. By the time their first record came out, a plethora of premature nationwide release on Polydor, the telltale signs of overly commercialized music were excruciatingly evident.

That album consisted of a watered-down version of "Ocean in Motion" as well as a number of uninspired songs which were not at all reminiscent of the Jon Butcher Axis of old. Most of Butcher's original songs had been remixed into a blue of homogeneity. Jon Butcher had misdirected his energy toward the production of the record and away from where it should have been directed: the music itself.

Nonetheless, the first album was saved by a few cuts that captured some of the band's performing interests, interests that were the tracks "It's Only Words," "Sentiment," and "New Idea." It is not completely clear whether that record's true selling point was actually the music, or just the Joncher's hope of capturing a hint of the live Jon Butcher Axis sound.

The new Jon Butcher Axis album, Stare at the Sun, is not much like their first record. It contains a couple of cuts which merit some attention, but for the most part it is a commercial failure. The tunes range from the most uninspired to the most injected with varying degrees of energy in varying degrees of commercial acceptability.

*The worst thing that can be said about a record is that it is uncommercial.*

Of all the cuts on the album, does have a difference in the quality of the album, which is a bit too commercial for the taste of the majority of the哺出者.

**Part Three: Stop Timing Me! A Guide to Stressful Sex**

In this section, it becomes clear that this book is merely retooling old jokes from Smith's previous books, and is not simply a repository for unused material. Last time out, Smith told us how many outcomes were lost from engaging in a particular sexual activity. This time, Smith tells us how many outcomes are lost from the stress resulting from engaging in a particular sexual activity.

Throughout the book, Smith comes up with some funny sexual situations, there is too much material coupled with not enough variation, hence a lot of repetition. Roughly halfway through the book, Smith tells of the benefits he has established and tries to change the way he does his "Stop Timing Me! A Guide to Stressful Sex." He does this by simply listing stressful situations, without the associated outcomes. The book then becomes a list of things you can do to be tense, for example, live in New York City. If this book almost succeeds as a parody of a diet guide, it fails miserably as a how-to guide. Nonetheless, even the two cuts that have caught some attention, does have a difference in the quality of the album, which is a bit too commercial for the taste of the majority of the哺出者.

Butcher still does have the ability to play blues-rock guitar that retains its concert performance freshness even when pressed into record. Particularly, "Can't Fill the Dancear from the Dance," features guitar work similar to that which propelled the early performances of the Axis. Finally, "Keep Your Eyes on the Sun," though not completely better than the blandly medicoredly presented by most of the album, does have a difference in the quality of the album, which is a bit too commercial for the taste of the majority of the哺出者.

The worst thing that can be said about a record is that it is uncommercial. The Jon Butcher Axis sound. The Jon Butcher Axis needs realignment, I hope that they have retained at least some of the excitement they have always generated. A live band. Hopefully, the blandness of Stare at the Sun can be made up for by the band's live show. With any luck, Jon Butcher will take a few chances and regain some musical prestige. Perhaps this will direct his efforts toward becoming a pretty-boy pop star, or something. Join The Tech's Arts Staff.

**The Tech's Arts Staff**
IF YOU WANT TO LEARN TYPOGRAPHY AND DESIGN ON STATE-OF-THE-ART COMPUTER PHOTOTYPESETTING EQUIPMENT, YOU CAN TAKE A CLASS AT THE VISIBLE LANGUAGE WORKSHOP AND PAY A $75 LAB FEE.

OR, YOU CAN JOIN THE TECH'S PRODUCTION STAFF.
Students approve ballot questions

(Continued from page 1)

legislative and representative powers by the General Assembly," was approved by 59.7 percent of the 970 undergraduates voting on the item. The third item, which called for the Undergraduate Association to adopt "the charter of the General Assembly-Graduate Student Council," received the support of 57.5 percent of the 888 undergraduates voting on the item.

Libby said he is "very glad the amendments passed." Scheidler said she is "ecstatic" they passed.

The first and third items on the amendment referendum were "more a referendum on the idea," than on the specifics, Libby said. The second item, calling for an Undergraduate Council is "a specific by-law council change."

Libby and Scheidler said their first goal is "implementing the consultation referendums." Their second goal is to "improve communication" by publishing a bi-weekly newsletter and by creating what Libby called an "exec-comm." The executive committee will consist of the UA secretary-general, the GA floor representative, the chairmen of the major committees, the four class presidents, the Intern-Fraternity Council chairman, and the Designate Committee president, Libby said.

"The exec-comm will not be a legislative body. It will meet for communication reasons and for carrying out projects and ideas," he said.

Libby and Scheidler have chosen their Secretary-General, but they have not had the chance to ask that person yet, they said.

A third goal is "to meet the activities' needs through more efficient use of funds, alternate funding sources, and a consolidation of capital resources," Libby said. The activities have requested a total of about $120,000 for next year. Libby said, "but to fund these groups we [Finance Board] only have a total of $60,000 in the activities budget.

"We want to have a part in the decisions made by MIT," he said. Libby and Scheidler will be "an AAFP -- as opposed to UAP-V, they said. "I'm not just going to disappear," Scheidler said.

HELP WANTED FALL '84

APPLY NOW

Management position
7-10 hours/week,
approximately $10/hr.
Freshmen, sophomores preferred.

Call C. Horn 8-11 pm 985-213

SUMMER JOB

Open Call: Knowledgeable and
Hard-working, thousands of good
paying jobs available in Boston area.

- Full-time and part-time
- Directly on the job training
- Effective learning how to
- Analyze Aspen System Form
- Work 24-48 hours/week
- Must have a reliable vehicle
- Must have a high school diploma
- Must have a valid license

Please send resume to Frank O’Malley, 115 Mill Street, Belmont, MA 02178.

As usual opportunity employer.

Data Manager/Research Assistant

McLean Hospital, a teaching affiliate of Harvard Medical School and an affiliate of Massachusetts General Hospital, is seeking an experienced Data Manager interested in clinical research. This individual will be responsible for the collection and maintenance of data on psychiatric patients enrolled in drug trials or epidemiologic studies. Data management responsibilities will include designing data collection forms in collaboration with the bio-statisticians and investigators, programming in the LAMP database management system, entering data, generating periodic reports and summary statistics, monitoring inter-rater reliability in the accuracy of data entered, and analyzing data. Clinical responsibilities will include administering psychiatric rating scales, and ensuring that the appropriate data forms are completed.

College degree, working knowledge of a programming language, (Basic, Fortran or Pascal), 1 or 2 years in managing data with the SAS statistical package are necessary. A Master’s Degree in biostatistics, epidemiology or public health would be preferred. Salary commensurate with experience.

Please send resume to Frank O’Malley, 115 Mill Street, Belmont, MA 02178.

As usual opportunity employer.

LOGJAM '84

Great Music from the Logs & their guests. Saturday March 17 at 7:30 in 10-250. Free of Course.

STUDENTS!

ROUND TRIP ANYWHERE

ONLY $75!

It’s an unbelievable travel discount during Easter and Spring Break... on Trailways. March 1 through May 24th college students can ride Trailways round trip from selected cities to anywhere.* Trailways goes for only $75.00.

Start planning today and Go Trailways for only $75.00.

If your fare is less than $75.00, you get a 15% discount!

Tickets conveniently available at Trailways Terminals or other authorized ticket agencies.

*Good on Trailways Lines and participating carriers. Must show student I.D. Full details, fly good with other discounts.
You've chosen MIT - the best engineering school

Learn to fly at Patriot... the best flight school

PATRIOT AVIATION
The FASTEST Growing Flight School in the Rugged Northeast

PATRIOT AVIATION GUARANTEED PILOT COURSE

Hi... I'm Art Teager...
MIT Class of '48 and '49

Come and enjoy the fun of flying with us
Enjoy a new kind of freedom

Experience the thrill and excitement of soaring with the eagles. Join the Patriot Family of safe, confident pilots. As a Patriot pilot, you will be part of a special group of people who have gained a new perspective, soared to new heights and gained new friends.

You'll join the Patriot Fraternity of safe, confident pilots and see the world through different eyes. We can help you conquer your fear, so that you too can enjoy this wondrous world of beauty.

Join our Patriot Family and earn your Patriot Wings. Come and enjoy the Fun of Flying with us.
Flying is really a lot of fun. We help conquer your fear by using only the BEST NEW PLANES, BEST FLIGHT INSTRUCTORS, BEST CESSNA (F.A.A. APPROVED) PROGRAM with UNLIMITED FLIGHT HOURS and UNLIMITED GROUND SCHOOL under our unique 2-3-2 program, all at a GUARANTEED PRICE (NO SHORT CUTS).

We train only in NEW Cessna 152 aircraft, the world's most forgiving trainer. You'll train at safe Hanscom Field with a control tower and long, wide runways. You'll receive the full ground course as part of the "Patriot Guaranteed" one-on-one program. You'll receive everything needed to earn your private pilot's license and Patriot Flying Wings.

PATRIOT AVIATION is the only flight school in this area to offer an all-inclusive flight training program using new equipment at a guaranteed price. In just 14 short weeks, you can join our Patriot Family of safe, confident pilots. Patriot is open 7 days a week with hours to fit your schedule. PATRIOT AVIATION IS SIMPLY THE SAFEST AND THE BEST.

**TAK**E 5 EASY STEPS AND B**E**COME A PATRIOT PILOT

1. PHONE 274-6500
2. COME SEE OUR SCHOOL
3. SIGN-UP COMPLETE WITH LOGBOOK
4. START FLYING UNLIMITED HOURS
5. GET YOUR WINGS (NO OBLIGATION)

Come Join The Patriot Family...

Best flight instructors
Best new planes, and
Best program. All at a GUARANTEED PRICE* with
UNLIMITED flight hours and
UNLIMITED ground school under our unique 2-3-2 program.

ONLY PATRIOT uses new aircraft.
has all individual one on one instruction.
le open 7 days a week.
has flexible hours to fly your schedule.
ofers a guaranteed program and price.
has the best instructors and best time-all C.F.I.'s.
has a full time F.A.A. examiner on the staff.

*You'll learn everything needed

We Care About Our Patriot Family

HANSCOM FIELD'S ONLY

PATRIOT AVIATION CORP.
3RD FLOOR, CIVIL AIR BUILDING, HANSCOM FIELD,
(Route 128 & 2A), BEDFORD, MASSACHUSETTS 01730

Call Us at 274-6500
NEW AND IMPROVED

To celebrate the grand re-opening of our new and improved Cambridge location we've got some special rates. You'll save 10% off our already low weekend rates of $22.95 per day. If you're a new customer, you'll receive a free t-shirt when you fill in a cash card. Or try your luck at winning a free weekend rental. AT NATIONAL, YOU DON'T HAVE TO BE IRISH TO BE LUCKY THIS WEEK!

National Car Rental

WE GIVE YOU NATIONAL ATTENTION™, AND THAT'S THE TRUTH.

Available at:
1663 Massachusetts Ave. Cambridge 661-8747
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Discount</th>
<th>Item Description</th>
<th>Regular Price</th>
<th>Sale Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>21% OFF LEVI'S DENIM JEANS</td>
<td>Straight-leg style, sizes 28-38 waist, 29-38 inseam. Reg. $20</td>
<td>NOW $15.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>28% OFF WOMEN'S POPLIN SKIRTS</td>
<td>Button front poly/cotton blend in basic &amp; fashion colors. Comp. $20</td>
<td>NOW $15.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$3 OFF WOMEN'S SHORT WRAP ROBES</td>
<td>Assorted Oriental prints &amp; colored terry styles. Reg. $21</td>
<td>NOW $17.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>25% OFF CALVIN KLEIN SPORTSWEAR</td>
<td>Selection of slacks, knit shirts, jackets &amp; sweaters Reg. $27/50-115</td>
<td>NOW $20.63-86.25</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% OFF MEN'S DRESS SLACKS</td>
<td>Dark brown, medium or charcoal grey wool blend. Reg. $60</td>
<td>NOW $48</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>46% OFF SELECT SILK TIES</td>
<td>Includes multi-stripe Repa and 8row tie styles. Reg. $15 &amp; $16.50</td>
<td>NOW $9.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>34% OFF KNIT SHIRTS FROM IZOD</td>
<td>Cotton Interlock knit in assorted colors. S-XL Reg. $27</td>
<td>NOW $17.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21% OFF OXFORD BUTTON-DOWN SHIRTS</td>
<td>Crib cotton and polyester blend, long-sleeve style with pleated back vent and locker loop. Made exclusively for the Coop in white, blue and maize. Reg. $15</td>
<td>NOW $11.99-3/832</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32% OFF 100% COTTON SWEATERS</td>
<td>Red, white, off-white &amp; blue striped crewneck styles. Reg. $25</td>
<td>NOW $16.99</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>37% OFF BRIAN DAVIS FLORAL POSTERS</td>
<td>11 x 14&quot; with striking black mat and frame. Comp. $10.90</td>
<td>NOW $11.90</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20% OFF REGULARLY PRICED RECORDS</td>
<td>Choose your favorites from New England's most extensive selection. Reg. $35 EA</td>
<td>NOW $28.00-38.75</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


HARVARD COOPERATIVE SOCIETY
Sports Update
Diver makes All-American

Lori A. Blackwelder ’86 earned NCAA Division III All-American recognition for the second con-secutive year. Blackwelder placed third in the three-meter dive at the Division III Women’s Swimm-ing and Diving Championships at Emory University in Atlanta last week to qualify for the na-tionals.

Blackwelder, who finished sec-ond in the three-meter dive last year, injured her back in practice the first day of the meet and was unable to qualify for the final in the one-meter dive.

She won the three-meter diving competition in the New England regional championships earlier this season with a score of 437.75. Her win made her eligible to qualify for the NCAA Division I Championships. To com-plete the qualification, Black-welder needed to place first in either the one- or three-meter events in Atlanta.

Six swimmers qualify for NCAA Six members of the men’s swimming and diving team are competing in the NCAA Division III Championships this week at Emory University in Atlanta.

Bob Schenkel ’85 is making his fourth trip to the nationals, swimming in both the 100- and 200-yard breaststroke events. Schenkel, a three-time All-American, finished tenth in the 100-yard breaststroke last year after placing third in 1982.

Andy Renshaw ’85, a two-time All-American, will compete in the 100- and 200-yard butterfly events. Clark Domnan ’87, winner of the one-meter dive at the New England Championships, is entered in both the one- and three-meter diving events. Also competing will be the 400-yard medley relay team of Bubis, Hickman, Brett Miva ’86 and Renshaw.

The Engineers, coached by John Benedek, thrilled 18th out of 65 in the team competition last year, and seventh of 21 teams in 1982 for their best-ever showing in the NCAA Championships. Eskey competes in nationals.

Cliff Eskey ’85 will compete today and tomorrow in the NCAA Rifle Championships at Murray State University in Mur-rray, Ky. This is the third consecu-tive national meet for which Es-key has qualified. Last year, he finished 11th of 40 shooters in the small-bore rifle event.

Cliff is a steady performer and I wouldn’t be surprised if he finished in the top five this week,” said MIT Coach Tom Per-deck.

Eskey had the highest average — 117 out of 120 — in the New England Collegiate Rifle League this season. MIT won the con-flict 450 with a perfect 300 re-cord and had an overall slate of 11-2.

MIT dominated the the New England Collegiate Rifle League All-star team, placing five of the eight members. Named to the team were Eskey, Bob Cooley ’85, Felicia Goldhaber ’89, Pa-relia C. Sullivan ’86 and Mark A. Fingert ’87.

Help Prevent Birth Defects — The Nation’s Number One Child Health Problem.

Support the March of Dimes

IBM IS ON THE M.I.T. CAMPUS

with assistance and advice on acquiring an IBM PERSONAL COMPUTERS are available for Students, Faculty, and Staff.

Make an appointment to come visit us at E19-326

Office hours are:
M,W,F 1:00-5:15 P.M.
1-7, 9:00-12:00 A.M.

Phone Number 253-5098

Products are purchased and come directly from IBM

Maxfield sixth seed in regionals

Missy Maxfield ’85 is seeded sixth in the NCAA Division II Regional Women’s Gymnastics Championships at Keene State College in New Hampshire. Maxfield qualified for the re-gional meet by winning the bal-anced beam competition and plac-ing third in the overall competition at the New England Division III Gymnastics Cham-pionships March 3.

Basketball travels to invitational

The men’s basketball team has been invited to participate in the La Jolla Invitational Basketball Tournament at Washington Uni-versity in St. Louis, Mo.

Besides MIT and Washington University, teams from the Cali-fornia Institute of Technology and Johns Hopkins University will also be competing in the tournament. Five round pavilions were announced.

If MIT loses Caltech, it will be their first meeting in men’s bas-ketball and only the second MIT-Caltech match up in intercolle-giate athletics history.

The Engineers finished 2-20 during the regular season. Craig Pool ‘86 led the team in scoring with 16.1 points per game and Mike McEwen ’87 averaged 16.0 points. McEwen also led the team in rebounding, averaging 7.9 per game.

IBM Blaihnik
MIT pistol squad sweeps sectionals

By Len Rafuse

The MIT pistol team swept the New England Collegiate Pistol Sectionals, held at MIT this weekend. The MIT team competed with the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Norwich University, and the US Coast Guard Academy for the sectional titles.

In free pistol, the MIT Gray and Maroon teams finished first and second with scores of 2148 and 2012, respectively. The winning Gray team placed first and third, with scores of 1895. The squad finished the Tech photo by

third in the team competition. WPI finished second with a 1410-

and 1972, respectively. The first team was Jerry Martin, Landrau, Deschaine and second with scores of 2041 and 1433. The first team was Jer-

and Maroon teams finished first second again, with scores of 1470 and 1433. The first team was Jer-

my for the Collegiate championships. Dave McCromack of 1895. for the Collegiate championships

In free pistol, the MIT Gray and Maroon teams finished first and second with scores of 2041 and 1972, respectively. The first team was Dave Martin '84, Will Johnson '85, Roberto Landrau '85, and Larry Deschaine '84. Jerry Martin '86 led the Maroon team. Dave Martin, Johnson, and Jerry Martin finished first, second and third. WPI finish third with a 1410-

and 1972, respectively. The first

my for the sectional titles. The air pistol event found MIT and the US Coast Guard Academ-

with the Worcester Polytechnic Institute, Norwich University, which, a new team in the sport,

In free pistol, the MIT Gray and Maroon teams finished first and second with scores of 2041 and 1972, respectively. The first team was Dave Martin '84, Will Johnson '85, Roberto Landrau '85, and Larry Deschaine '84. Jerry Martin '86 led the Maroon team. Dave Martin, Johnson, and Jerry Martin finished first, second and third. WPI finish third in the team competition with a score of 1895.

In standard pistol, the MIT at the US Air Force Academy on

and Johnson in third. Norwich won the individual crown for the sectional titles. The air pistol event found MIT and the US Coast Guard Academy took second place with a 2016.

in standard pistol, the MIT at the US Air Force Academy on

In free pistol, the MIT Gray and Maroon teams finished first and second with scores of 2041 and 1972, respectively. The first team was Dave Martin '84, Will Johnson '85, Roberto Landrau '85, and Larry Deschaine '84. Jerry Martin '86 led the Maroon team. Dave Martin, Johnson, and Jerry Martin finished first, second and third. WPI finish third in the team competition with a score of 1895.
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aron team. Dave McCromack of Norwich won the individual com-

and Johnson in third. Norwich, a new team in the sport, took second place with a 2016.

The air pistol event found MIT Gray and Maroon in first and second again, with scores of 1470 and 1433. The first team was Jer-

The MIT pistol team swept the New England Collegiate championships last Saturday in duPont gymnasium. Russell Holtz '84 pusses a blow from his opponent during the Intercollegiate Fencing Association Championships last Saturday in duPont gymnasium.

Dear Liz,

Thanks For Everything Bunny.

Miss You! Love, Steve.

Forty-Advertising

Nothing Else Feels Like Navy Flying.

Naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the coupon. No other job making authority and management respon-

The thunderous roar of jet engines rolls across the carrier's flight deck.

Throttles are at full power, and you're waiting for the signal to launch.

Now, the catapult fires. G forces press you back into your seat. Suddenly, you're flying low and fast over the open sea. Zero to 150 in 2.5 seconds.

Nothing else feels like Navy flying. Nothing. And when you become a pilot or flight officer you're at the very heart of it.

Once you've earned your wings, the Navy puts you in full control of a multi-million-dollar supersophisticated combination of jet aircraft and electronic wizardry.

And Navy training makes sure you're up to the challenge. Rigorous flight training gives you the leadership and professional schooling you need for the immediate decision-making authority and management respon-

Bay Officers

Get Responsibility Fast.

Making authority and management responsibility you have as an officer in the Navy.

On the ground, as a Navy officer, you work with and supervise today's most highly skilled aviation professionals. In the air, as part of the naval aviation team, you have about the most exciting job anyone can have.

It's a uniquely rewarding job with pay to match. You start at $18,300 a year -more than the average corporation pays you just out of college. After four years, with regular Navy promotions and pay increases, your annual salary climbs to $31,100. That's over and above a full package of benefits and privileges.

Find out how much more a job in naval aviation has to offer. Fill in the coupon. No other job gives you the kind of leadership experience or fast responsibility you get as part of the naval aviation team. And nothing else feels like Navy flying.